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Club Meetings
September 2016
1st

Rotary District
Foundation – Len
Niewenhuis

VoT/H: Ian Dewis
8th

First Site - Sally Shaw

VoT/H: Louis Thorp
15th

Colchester Round TableLee De’Ath

VoT/H Andrew Crayston
22nd

Business Meeting &
FC

Object: Tony Blaxill
29th
Guests Evening Mercury Theatre - Steve Mannix.
VoT

Tony Dutch

October 2016
6th

Haven’s Hospices Samantha Clayton

VoT/H: Colin Bennett
13th

The Battle of Trafalgar
Peter Clements

VoT/H: Bill Ward
20th

Mayflower Trust Sean Day

YOUR help is needed - read on.
On page 3 you’ll find a special request for assistance to help with the
reading we do at Iceni Academy. It’s always worthwhile and much
appreciated by the students who sent the above thank you cards.

!The Big Sleep Out!
Both Mayor Julie Young (2017/18)
and MP Will Quince will be taking
part in the Big Sleep Out that
Forum is organising on Saturday 6
May. The event will be held
alongside the Castle and is being
organised to raise money for The
Samaritans and
Beacon House.
Businesses will
be approached
soon to ask for
S e n i o r
Personnel to
take part.

!

More info later.

!

Come Bus
with us!!

On
24
October there
will be a
Senior Bus
pass challenge
- starting and
finishing in
Colchester with a minimum of four other
Rotary clubs involved. We are
currently looking for
sponsorship and proceeds will go
to The Samaritans.

!

Further information from Tony
Dutch.

VoT/H Kit Hughes
27th

Business Meeting &
FC

Object: Nick Clarke

In this issue: President’s Ramblings, Remembering our Peter Blake,
Chelmer Navigation, Haven Gateway, Whose Baby? The Olympics,
Freewheelers, ’Getting to know you’ and more!
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PRESIDENT’S RAMBLINGS

It was with great sadness that we
learned of the death of Forum
member Peter Blake. My sincere
thanks to Michael Jones for
giving us his personal memories
of Peter. (p4).
This week I listened to K R
Ravindran’s Bournemouth 2016
speech on YouTube. It was
enlightening to say the least as he
spent a large part of it
encouraging all UK clubs to
enrol more women into their
clubs - not just to balance the
male/female figures but because
they will bring a range of ideas
not undertaken before. To those
clubs that refuse to take women,
he forecast their demise - sooner
rather than later. With women
making up the majority of the
population (ONS: 31 million
men, 32.2 million women), that’s
a huge, untapped potential for
any club. We have 5 women in
our club - we need more and I
know the membership team is
working on that as well as
inviting younger, working
people.
If you know someone you think
may want to know about us and
what we do, contact Louis.
August was a super, sunny month
- fingers crossed for a warm
September as we edge into
Autumn.
!
!
!
JP!

Firstly it would be wrong to start these ramblings
without paying tribute to long-time Rotarian Peter Blake
who passed on in early August after a long and hardfought battle against cancer. The funeral at Langham
was a fitting tribute to a successful man who was a
friend to club members and much loved by his family. I
was so pleased that our AG David Willis attended along
with many members. Our thoughts and our best wishes
are with Judy and the family.
My main Focus in this ramble is on the programme. It
runs so smoothly that we can be forgiven for not
appreciating the amount of work that goes into it. I am
so thankful that Richard Porter was willing to take on
the role from Alan Tindall who was such a hard act to follow. He has arranged an
array of quality speakers that has offered a wonderful list of talks by those from
wide- ranging organisations.
Since my previous ramblings we have had a talk by Jean Bateman of the
Samaritans (one of my charities this year). A good friend of mine is one of their
outreach workers. This was followed by a presentation on the Special
Constabulary, and their speakers kept us in order! I found the talk on the Chelmer
& Blackwater Navigation extremely interesting because I personally knew so
little about it despite the proximity. It again highlighted the importance of
volunteers. George Kieffer gave us an insight into the Haven Gateway
Partnership that is a kind of pressure group of authorities that seeks to bring in
resources and make improvements on a macro scale in our region.
A glance at the future programme shows that there will be no let-up in quality,
and a chat with Tony Dutch who has visited a number of clubs in his AG role
reveals that our programme compares very favourably indeed with other clubs.
Of course if you think or know of other speakers then please let Richard know,
although he is so efficient that dates are fast filling up!
Tindall’s Tours are of course legendary. We visited Essex University in mid-July
and the amount of new building was an eye-opener. Because I was able to assist
him with a contact there I happened to be copied in on a subsequent email trail
between Alan and the Uni. The length and number of contacts to sort out
arrangements was staggering and made me realise just how hard Alan has to
work to sort out details for a tour.
Finally the District Governor Terry Dean invited all the Colchester Presidents to
the Siege House where the proprietor was willing to provide a splendid lunch in
order to show us his facilities. I confess to feeling a little guilty having had a free
lunch (but not too much, guilt that is) but I assessed that the layout of the
restaurant is such that it would not suit a larger club like ours for a fifth Thursday
meeting for instance.

Editors: Jo Portway
& Colin Bennett

! "By all these lovely tokens

!

Ray

September days are here,
With summer’s best of weather
And autumn’s best of cheer."
DIARY DATES:
September

- Helen Hunt Jackson (1830-1885)
on ‘September’

October
November

1st
6th
13th
16th
29th
24th
3rd
8th
10th
24th

Meeting of Youth & Community Committees
International Committee meeting
Council meeting
Mercury Theatre for CO2's production of West Side
Story
5th Thursday evening meeting
Senior Bus Pass Challenge
Junior Choir Heat 1
Junior Choir Heat 2
Junior Choir Heat 3
Junior Choir Final at Weston Homes Stadium
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Whose baby?
Last time: Did you guess the cherub? It was, of course,
John Lloyd.
And this month? How sweet is this! Put pen to
paper and send answers to the editors please by
email, carrier pigeon, etc

!
HELP NEEDED
What’s one of the most important traits that
should develop in a child? If you’re like most
parents, or grandparents, intelligence is probably
near the top of your list. We all want bright, smart
children, which is why we spend so much time
choosing the right schools. But remember: as a
Rotarian you have the opportunity to boost
children's learning potential
simply by helping them to
read and making books an
integral part of their lives.!
After all reading can build
strong relationships with
their peers, encoura ge
academic excellence, help
them with speech skills, how
to read a book, (children
aren’t born with an innate knowledge that text is
read from left to right, or that the words on a page
are separate from the ima ges), better
communication skills, the mastery of language,
more logical thinking skills, enhanced
concentration and discipline and the knowledge
that reading is fun! That’s some gift to give a child. !
If you want to do something that will echo
through the years after you're gone, volunteer for
Forum’s Reading Support Programme at Iceni
Academy where it has been proved that our
involvement is really helping some of the children
by assisting with their reading. It’s that simple! It

may take a bit of patience getting past the fear and
clumsiness but we all know reading truly is the
doorway to learning. !
Up until now we have asked volunteers to come
forward once a week for two hours. Some have
found it diﬃcult to make that firm commitment
on a regular basis so Cas has come up with an
excellent idea to help the programme along.!
We can link four volunteers who will each do two
hours a week on a rolling basis so in fact your
commitment is only two hours a month (term time
only). Most people can manage that much. Can
you? Will you think about it? Your partner or
neighbour or friends can be included in that fours
group. !
Karen
Wa l l a c e
(Headteacher) will make
sure that you are DBS
checked and arrange the
small amount of
training needed. What
do you think? Are you
ready to point the next
generation to a lifetime
filled with the pleasure of reading and open doors
to the world and all it has to oﬀer?!

!

Contact Bill Ward or Ron Jervis in the first
instance who will talk you through the process.
We’ve made huge inroads into the Young Carers
programme - time to do the same for Iceni.
!
!
!
!
!
JP

!

"There are two kinds of people, those who do the work and those who take
the credit. Try to be in the first group; there is less competition there." - Indira Gandhi
Thought for the month:
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Peter Blake

30/11/37-2/8/16

A Personal Recollection by Michael Jones

!

I first met Peter-and
Judy- at the Jazz
Club in the Fountain
Hotel, St Botolphs in
1956 on a Sunday
evening. I was
impressed with this
very smart couple,
both very well
dressed in a place
where most people
were not!
Throughout the
subsequent years,
they have been
constant friends and
our children have grown up together. We were
both members of Colne Round Table and our
wives were members of Ladies Circle and,
subsequently, Tangent.
Peter was
a l w a y s
devoted to
his work as
Sales and
Commercial
Director of
Bracketts, a
well known
company in
Colchester where he worked for the whole of his
working life, and this took him all over the world
chasing business. Many a time he has told us of
his frustrations, particularly in the Arab world,
where he often had to stay over the weekend as
no work is done on Friday and Saturday, and
therefore missed the weekend with his family.
His final working years were spent as Chairman
of a subsidiary company in the US where he met
an art dealer who shared his interest in marine
paintings. This developed into a useful sideline
where Peter would buy such paintings at auctions
in the UK and then export them for sale in a
gallery in Massachusetts.
Together with his lifetime interest in horse
racing, this helped him through the several

illnesses that he suffered in his retirement.
Following an
e a r l y
prostate
c a n c e r
operation,
Peter made
sure that no
m a l e
member of
Rotary ever
ignored the
(Second from left: On a Forum visit
importance of
to Chavasse House
this illness!
We will miss Peter for many reasons and will be
glad to support Judy at this difficult time.
----------------------------------

Purple4Polio

!!
!
!
!
!
!

Rotary clubs across Great Britain and Ireland
have ordered over six million purple crocus
corms, smashing its five million corm target!
Thanks to all clubs supporting and
partnerships with the Royal Horticultural
Society's Bloom Groups, communities will be
covered in a carpet of purple next spring, with
funds and awareness being raised for our
campaign to finally rid the world of polio.
If you haven’t ordered yours yet, speak to Mary
Beverley asap as there are only 13 packs left.
-------------------------------------
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Getting to know you …. David London

Following on from the well received item in the
last OD with TONY BLAXILL here is the next
subject - founder Forum member David London.
When did you join Rotary? I was
one of the first half dozen founder
members.
Why did you join? My late uncle
Tony was a member of the
Colchester club so he had “filled me
in” on Rotary’s role in the
community. I had known Dick
Grundy for many years and my
parents and John Cross’s parents
had been on holiday together. I
thought it would be a benefit to me
and involve me more in the community by joining.
What do you think is the best thing Rotary has done
internationally and locally?
Internationally Polio Plus, as when it was first set up
one of the other diseases it was
tackling was TB, which I had
when I was 16 so I could identify
with the need. Likewise locally
Mock Interviews. When I was 19
I had my only serious interview
and made a real hash of it, so the
experience I know we give to the
youngsters should be invaluable.
How would you describe Rotary
to a stranger? I can only agree
with Ivan’s answer in the April
issue.
What is your ‘pet hate’ that
makes your hackles rise? The
apparent inability of some parents to bring up their
children as decent human beings.
Who is the person/people who has/have influenced
you the most? Three of my school teachers. In Wales to
pass the 11-plus you had to take a Welsh paper. The
teacher did not attempt to teach us the language only
how to pass the exam. At the Grammar school (I
passed!) a Geography teacher who made the subject
fascinating which accounts for my travel bug and an
English literature teacher who broadened my narrow
horizon. I have always been an avid reader - he just
dramatically widened my outlook.
Who in history/now is the person you would most like
to buy a pie and a pint? Douglas Bader, who had first
caught my imagination with Paul Brickhill’s book
“Reach for the Sky.” For my 12th. birthday my father
wrote to the publishers for a copy signed by Bader. So
much of my reading (see above) had been centred on
the Second World War and Bader’s life was about flying
and being a prisoner of war. Ironically another founder

member of Forum was John Powell Davies who had
been in Colditz with Bader. JPD was less than
complimentary about him, but reading the book Bader’s
frustration at his situation is very apparent.
Is there an event that you can recall
that altered your life or character? In
1982 I was having flying lessons and
my instructress assured me that I
would go solo before we went to the
States on holiday. On the Thursday
evening before we were due to leave
on the following Tuesday Anne
collapsed as a result of a lady’s
operation going wrong. Bill Ward –
bless him - came around until the
ambulance arrived. Anne knew I had a
lesson first thing the following
morning and when I finally left her at the hospital she
said “Don’t cancel your lesson.” I went to Ipswich and
yes I did go solo despite my mind being elsewhere and
then hurried back to see how Anne was. It was obvious
we would not be going away and that evening was spent
phoning the various hotels we had
booked for our tour. A never to be
forgotten 24-hours.
What is the philosophy that underpins
your life? You are here just the once, in
so far as you can make the most of
every waking minute.
Is there any book or poem that holds
an everlasting meaning to you? See
above, though having written that I can’t
remember when I last read it!
What film could you watch again and
again? “Two Weeks Notice” starring
Sandra Bullock & Hugh Grant with a
cameo appearance by Donald Trump. A clever comedy
in a setting we know so well.
How would you spend a fantasy 24 hours with no
travel restrictions? Over the years we’ve been very
fortunate to visit so many amazing places. When we
look, in particular at the many cruise books that come
through the post, we struggle to find places we would
like to visit or re-visit. Putting that another way there is
no appeal in going back to chance finding things you
fondly remembered have changed. Therefore 24 hours
in our usual location in Florida would be fine without
all the fantasy hassle of dashing everywhere. Louis and
Trevor have been there, they know what I mean and its
appeal.
What is the way you would like to be remembered.?
Hopefully fondly, with a smile or better still a laugh
from a particular remark – or two – I had made.
Many thanks David for submitting to our grilling!
JP
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MEETING REPORT - August 4th Chelmer & Blackwater Navigation with Roy Chandler

!Roy Chandler came along today as Chairman &

Director of Essex Waterways Ltd to tell us about the
Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation which runs
through a largely unspoilt part of rural Essex and
connects Chelmsford with the tidal estuary of the
River Blackwater at Heybridge
Basin. It has remained open and
independently run throughout its
history. Never having been
nationalised, it continued to
carry commercial freight till
1972, and an increasing number
of leisure users since that time. It
is 13.8 miles long and has 13
locks with a total fall of 76’ 11”.
Freeholder ownership of the
Navigation remains with the
original Company of Proprietors
of the Chelmer & Blackwater
Navigation, but management
was taken over by Essex Waterways Ltd (subsidiary
of Inland Waterways Association) in 2005 when the
N a v i g a t i o n
Company went into
administration. The
Company of
Proprietors of the
Chelmer
&
Blackwater
Navigation was
formed under an
Act of Parliament in
1793, following an
earlier unsuccessful
Act in 1766 when insufficient funds were raised.
During the eighteenth century Chelmsford was
becoming increasingly important in the commercial
and social life of the county and was growing rapidly.
The changes then taking place in farming brought
prosperity to Chelmsford and the fertile districts to
the west and north west of
the town, but there was no
satisfactory way of
transporting the bulk raw
materials, such as lime,
dung, coal and timber, that
the district required.
The Borough of Maldon, for
fear of losing tolls, the
millers and landowners
along the Chelmer, opposed
the scheme, so the promoters
decided to bypass Maldon and its silting river
completely and take the navigation through the
village of Heybridge.
The period 1915 to 1973 was one of decline for trade on
the navigation never returned to its pre-First World War

level owing to competing rail, and later, road transport.
Between the Wars and until March 1972, the main
commodity carried was timber.

When carrying trade along the navigation stopped in
1972 the Navigation Company was resistant to the
use of the waterway by pleasure traffic,
but a spirited campaign by The Inland
Waterways Association's Chelmsford
Branch led to acceptance and a steady
growth in pleasure craft numbers. A new
phase in the life of the navigation began
in May 1975, when the Company of
Proprietors opened up the line for
amenity use by the public. The Company
commenced operating the pleasure
cruiser Victoria, and in addition invited
owners of small powered boats to moor
them along the line and cruise along its
length. During the late 1990s and early
2000s,
the Navigation
C o m p a n y
diversified its
activities and then
ran info financial
difficulties, going
into administration
in 2003.
IWA intends to
continue to run the
navigation for
public benefit, to undertake or arrange all necessary
repairs to bring the navigation into good maintenance
order, to improve facilities for all legitimate users of
the waterway and its surroundings, to safeguard the
built and natural heritage of the Navigation and to
undertake appropriate restoration and development of
the navigation to maximise public appreciation and
enjoyment of the asset consistent with safeguarding it
for future generations.
Current income is generated by moorings,
visiting boats, angling, canoeing, willow
sales, Hanningfield agreement, grants and
work by others such as repairing leaks,
repiping, bridge building, etc. Another
important contribution can come from
Section 106 (planning gains) with one
coming from Tesco who were building a new
store near the river’s edge. And of course,
lastly, by donations.
Roy is convinced they have a very bright
future in the hands of Essex Waterways and
hopes Forum members (as well as many others) will
go along to the navigation and make good use of it.
Sounds like a call to Tindall’s Tours then?
A hearty vote of thanks was offered by Tony Dutch.
(Photo’s courtesy of Roy Chandler)

JP
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OPERATION PLASTIC - by Ivan Stedman

!This was the name of the project that launched

Barclaycard 50 years ago in 1966. I was involved
with it for a few weeks and I thought it might be of
interest to outline how it happened.
In late 1965 a General Manager of Barclays, together
with another senior manager and a computer
specialist, made a clandestine trip to California to
examine in detail the credit card scheme then
operated by Bank of America. In December 1965 the
Board of Barclays sanctioned the
introduction of a Barclays credit card and
an announcement to that effect was made in
January 1966. That decision would change
British banking and the shopping habits of
the nation. It was feared that other banks
would quickly follow Barclays example
therefore it was decided that the card would
be introduced in less than 6 months.
The team immediately set about the tasks
of finding premises, staff, computers,
designing stationery etc along with the
recruitment of cardholders and merchants.
A redundant shoe factory in Northampton
was acquired and underwent a remarkable
transformation in about two months. Contractors,
working on a seven day week basis, reroofed the
building, resurfaced 20,000 square feet of flooring,
replaced the windows, installed a system that would
flood the computer room with carbon dioxide in the
event of a fire and constructed a raised floor beneath
which ran all the cables.
Staff were often sourced from within Barclays
branches but there was also new recruitment of
another 200. An army of salesman was required to
persuade businesses to become Barclaycard
Merchants and accept the new cards. Benefits to
merchants were numerous as they would no longer
have to maintain accounts departments in order to
offer their customers credit, nor would they have to
do credit checks and their card sales would be paid
immediately by Barclaycard.
It proved impossible for the bank to buy, install and
test its own new computer for Barclaycard within the
tight timescale. Therefore the UK was scoured for a
large firm that might have some excess computer
capacity to enable our program testing to be carried
out. Although Barclays had acquired the programs
and systems developed by Bank Americard these
required a huge amount of programming & systems
analysis work to ‘anglicise’ them. The search within
the UK proved fruitless so thoughts turned to
continental companies. Fortunately, a Swedish firm
was found that could help us so the test data was
sent there for processing. The Swedish company’s
computer did not have a large enough capacity to
deal with the daily processing of the live work after
launch so, again, Barclays looked around Europe and
this time found that a German conglomerate, Thyssen
(now Thyssenkrupp), did have the ability to help us.

!

To get the entries to Germany a bank messenger flew
over each evening with magnetic tapes following
initial processing at Northampton. He stayed the
night and then flew back the following morning with
the updated records. This went on for several weeks.
A target of one million cardholders by launch date
was set. (BankAmericard, which had then been
running for 8 years, only had one & a half million)
The target was met but it required an enormous
amount of stationery to service the volume
of forms and statements. The demand for
envelopes was beyond the national capacity
so additional supplies were sourced, again
from Germany.
Quite late on in this project the bank’s
solicitors advised that, in their opinion, it
would be illegal for Barclaycard to charge
interest on outstanding overdue balances and
that to get this sorted an Act of Parliament
would be required! Quickly, a Member of
Parliament was found who was prepared to
submit a Private Members Bill to resolve this
rather nasty and unexpected problem. These
Bills take time and Barclaycard did not start
charging interest until the Bill became law. Just imagine
what the situation would have been if that Bill had not
been passed.
My almost insignificant task in all this was to dream up
all sorts of entries to pass through the testing systems
and ensure that the output was correct. The day before
launch the reports were coming out in dollars, shillings
and pence but I was assured that ’everything would be
all right on the night’ and thankfully it was.
Launch date was 29th June and the program worked
perfectly for a few days until it could not be started
on 4th July. Programmers were instructed to sort this
and found that it was a national holiday & non
business day in the States. Problem solved.
This was a massive, very innovative project which
was successfully launched in under 6 months. There
was no time for any market research or pilot projects
and I doubt that something similar could be launched
so quickly today. However, with the benefit of
hindsight, there was no need to have rushed this
project quite so much. It was about five years before
another major bank introduced its credit card. This
gave Barclaycard a huge advantage and, even 50
years on, it remains the predominant UK card. Most
years it contributes handsomely to Barclays profits
but occasionally there is a dip if bad debts are larger
than normal.
I believe that this was the first occasion that a bank
had undertaken mass marketing to customers (and
non customers) to sell them a service that they did
not realise they required. Whilst Barclaycard went
off successfully, subsequently some bank marketing
and selling went disastrously wrong and gave rise to
claims worth tens of billions of pounds for misselling.
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MEETING REPORT - August 18th - Haven Gateway Partnership
with George Kieffer

!

Haven Gateway
Chairman George
Kieffer (who also
chairs Visit Essex)
came to us today to
tell us about the
"private and public
sector cooperation"
of The Haven
Gateway.
He is
also a member of
the Enterprise and
Industrial Advisory Boards of the University of Essex.
He set up the South East Local Enterprise Partnership in
2010 and serves as Vice Chair for businesses in Greater
Essex. George is a former senior City banker with
experience in corporate banking, mergers &
acquisitions, management and leveraged buy-outs. Like
our Trevor Hunnaball, George is a Freeman of the City
of London.
The Haven Gateway, created in 2001, was one of the
first public/private sector partnerships which includes
councils and businesses and education sectors from
Braintree to Maldon to Tendring to Suffolk.
The Partnership came into existence to support the
interests of what its original partners believed to be a
distinct economic sub region, based upon a study
undertaken by Dr Peter Townoe, a visiting professor at
the University of Essex. His work and the collective
efforts of the Partnership eventually achieved
recognition in 2003/04 when the Haven Gateway
was specifically identified as a policy area in documents
such as the Regional Spatial Strategy for the East of
England.
Today, this funding and regional policy
landscape has changed out of all recognition but the

Partnership believes the Haven Gateway remains
relevant as a distinct economic sub region, indeed the
value of the Ports to the sub regional economy has only
grown.
The influence of this area was emphasised by the fact
that 43% of ALL UK containers go through Felixstowe
as well as Harwich being the 4th most significant port
in the UK. The importance of our ports is well
established although George noted that most of the
cruise ships tying up at Harwich tend to take passengers
on trips direct to London or Cambridge.
He said that Colchester is the second largest logistics
hub in the HG area. With the University of Essex on
board too, with its world class fields of excellence
including digital software, the HG partnerships is a
formidable advocate, lobbyist and banner carrier for our
region meant to promote its key economic assets and
the investment needs and growth opportunities of this
significant and fast growing economic sub region.
The most recent focus for the partnership has been on
growth corridors mainly the A120 - (as well as lobbying
for triple lanes on parts of the A12) - an artery of
national importance.
George also touched on the proposed Garden city
settlements. He praised the idea though it has to be said
that the idea is not so welcome by the residents of
Wivenhoe or Marks Tey. There were a multitude of
questions after George's talk including how to
overcome ferries landing cyclists on a shingle beach!
Alan Tindall gave an amusing Vote of Thank saying he
had learnt a lot today as he had no idea previously of
the work undertaken by the HG. He noted that it is is a
non-political partnership which he was glad about as
they get more done!
JP

Comparison of Rio de Janerio 2000 and 2016
by David & Christine Judge
Judge Travel organised a group of around 40 people to Rio in 2000 and have been
asked to write about comparisons then and now. From the TV coverage it appears
Brazilian Government has ruthlessly aimed to ensure Olympics 2016 will be a
success and have demolished extensive areas of local homes and small businesses
which may lead to domestic and political problems. We saw some pretty awful
accommodation areas although they were people’s homes where people were
happy. We were rarely allowed to take photographs. Generally we found Brazil a
happy and friendly country, particularly towards the British, less so to the
Americans. The main tourist areas were safe and welcoming as they seem to be
today. Brazilian people are happy to sing and dance at the drop of a hat and keen
to involve visitors as we experienced. However Argentina was certainly different.
We were told positively that we should not be in Argentina on Malvinas Day, their
national day, as there would be lively protests against Britain over the 1982
Falklands War. So we went to Venezuela and the spectacular Iguazu Falls. Overall Brazil has made a success of the
Olympic Games but may then revert to its stop/start economy and perpetuate the idea that everyone is happy.
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by Bill Frame

What could be better than a full crowd at Castle Park,
warm beer and a century in his last game at his
home ground by Colchester boy Graham Napier?!
But it appears that the future of County cricket at
Castle Park is once again in doubt. Colchester is now
the only festival ground left in Essex with Southend
and Ilford and others now gone. The problem this
time is with a new fixture format for 2017 which could
mean no four day match in Colchester and therefore
no one day match to go with it. There wasn't a one
day match this year as well and that's a big income generator
for Essex Cricket club. Costs of having cricket away from
Chelmsford have risen and the introduction of evening
matches means that costs rise sharply for temporary
floodlights.!
Have we seen the last of County cricket in Colchester? I do
hope not but I fear the worst unless significant sponsorship
can be raised and that in itself may not be enough to save a
tradition which started in 1914. So after 102 years Lower
Castle Park which has been described as by far and away the
most attractive of any of the grounds used by Essex may have seen its last First Class cricket
match. I am glad I was there.!
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!

Four years on by Bill Frame

!
4 years ago I managed to get tickets to go to the Athletics at the London Olympic Games.
It was difficult (and expensive!) to get tickets for the premier events. As you were booking
so far in advance you really hadn’t a clue whether it would be a good evening or not so it
was a bit of a gamble. Added to this was that I bought the tickets from the French
Olympics website (don’t ask!) but I got 4
tickets for myself and 3 grandchildren for
Saturday 4 August 2012. I think we all know
that this is now called ‘Super Saturday’ when we won 3 gold
medals in quick succession. So 4 years on I prepared myself
for a long night this time in front of the television to see if
history would repeat itself. Well as we now know it didn’t quite
replicate 2012 but was pretty close and of course overall GB
has had outstanding success in a huge range of sports
disciplines. In fact our best games ever.!
So was there a legacy from 2012? If these results are the
barometer yes there probably is and if you are a West Ham
season ticket holder (Ed: “Up the ‘Ammers”) there definitely is
as you are sitting in my seat watching football for a fraction of the price I paid to see 3 gold medals won 4
years ago.!
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FREEWHEELERS by Marilyn Ward

!
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Ploughmans Lunch, 25th August.!

A gorgeous summer's day, nine Freewheelers seated at a round table in
the garden and a hostess who had pulled out all the stops-- what more
could one ask for! Viv had decided to really
spoil us and not only provided the usual
spread of salad, cold meats, cheese and
designer bread. We also enjoyed freshly made
individual frittatas,and, to complete our lunch,
delicious fresh fruit kebabs and home made
almond crescents. Sipping a glass of crisp white wine or elderflower, we relaxed
and caught up with news of family and absent friends.
Thank you so much Viv for all your hard work and for giving us such a memorable
lunch. Enjoy your trip to California to see your family, especially your handsome
little grandson.

!
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A ROTARY SCHOLAR RETURNS TO COLCHESTER by Bill Ward

A few weeks ago I received an e-mail, out of the
blue, from an old friend. She had found my
address on
a Rotary
site and as
she was
s o o n
coming to
England
s
h
e
decided to
contact
me. The
old friend was Jan Duerden, who had been a
Rotary Ambassadorial Scholar at Essex University
twenty years ago. Her counsellor then was the Rev
Tony Rose, a Forum member at that time. We had
seen a lot of her because our daughter Fiona was
of the same age so they had much in common. We
even hosted Jan’s parents to dinner when they
came over from Kamloops in British Colombia to
visit her. When Marilyn and I visited Canada a few
years later for one of my class reunions we took a
trip on the Rocky Mountaineer train from Jasper to
Vancouver and during the trip you stop for the
night in Kamloops. We had arranged to meet Jan
again and she and her mother met us to take us for
dinner. They were somewhat delayed in picking us
up because they had been unable to get their car
out of the University car park because there had
been a bear wandering around.
Jan had come to England to visit a friend that she
had been at Essex University with who now lives

!

near Oxford. We arranged with Jan for her to
spend one night in Colchester whilst she was in
England. She arrived by train on the 5th of August
and after taking her home for lunch we took her
for a trip to the castle and then a stroll around
Castle Park. She told us that she had never visited
the castle while she was a student here as she had
concentrated so much on her scholastic work. The
next morning we went up to the University. She
was able to
find her old flat
and also see
the many new
buildings that
had been put
up in the last
twenty years. It
was only a
short visit but
Jan
was
determined to tell us how grateful she was for the
opportunity that Rotary had given her and how
much she had appreciated the many members of
Forum who had made her so welcome/
Jan is now Dr Jan Duerden, a Lecturer in English
at the Thompson Rivers University in Kamloops
and also does work in their PR department to
promote the University especially to prospective
students.
Photographs: Above left is an old one from 20 years ago of
Jan, Fiona and I, and the other is of Jan, Marilyn and I on
Colchester station as we said goodbye. You will see how little
we have changed in 20 years!!!

